UPGRADING OF P43/3 ROAD
Ga-SELWANA ACCESS ROAD

AS SHOWN

S.M.N
Palabora Copper (Pty) Limited
PO Box 65
1 Copper Road
1389
TEL: (015) 780 2911
FAX: (015) 780 2093

HLAYELENI CONSULTING ENGINEERS
12 BICCARD STREET
BICCARD HEIGHTS
OFFICE 17
POLOKWANE
0699
TEL: (015) 297 7434
FAX: (086) 244 8999

Details of Outlet Structure
Section A-A of Outlet Structure
Endcap Detail
Section A-A of Endcap Detail,

SUBSURFACE DRAIN
HCE 000/2019/001
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For: Consulting Engineer
CONSULTANTS
DRAWING NUMBER
For: Client
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SM NXUMALO (Pr. Technician)
LG NGCOBO (Pr. Technologist)
FB BALOYI (Candidate Technician)

SM NXUMALO (Pr. Technician)
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